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The Noise That Banish'd Martius: Coriolanus
in Post-War Germany
Balz Engler
The rumour that Coriolanus was banned in Germany after the
Second World War, and banned by the American authorities, is
persistent. It is passed on in theatre programmes, like the one for
a recent production at the Royal Shakespeare Theatre in
Stratford.1 Terence Hawkes mentions the same story in
"Shakespeare and the General Strike": "Coriolanus was banned
by occupying American forces when they reached Berlin in
1945.”2 And on the SHAKSPER electronic conference there was
a lengthy debate on the matter in 1995.
The only source that is always indicated by British and
American scholars is Philip Brockbank's introduction to the
Arden edition of the play.3 Brockbank refers to an article by
Dirk Grathoff4 on Günter Grass's views on Brecht's Coriolan.
Grathoff in turn quotes a book by Bernhard Kytzler on
Coriolanus in history and art (with wrong page numbers);5
Kytzler describes the ban briefly, without any indication of
sources. However, his account turns out to be an
unacknowledged quotation from Leopold Stahl's 1947 book
Shakespeare und das deutsche Theater;6 and there we lose all
traces. A serious journalist, insisting on independent
corroboration, could not have published the story.
The persistence of the rumour is probably due to the frisson that
its contents produce. It is strange that those who claimed to fight
against the Nazis for freedom, also the freedom of speech,
should introduce censorship, the very opposite of what they
were claiming to stand for. But the occupying forces after all
had to counteract the effects of more than a decade of Nazi
indoctrination.
Accepting the need of censorship for this purpose in general,
however, makes the case of Coriolanus even more intriguing.
We would certainly expect material to be banned that served the
promotion of Nazi ideology, not the works of the author who,
more than anybody else, stood for the shared values of those that
were bringing culture, their [end of 179] culture, back to the

Germans. In the discussion on SHAKSPER, one contributor
tried to cope with this problem, in the absence of detailed
evidence, by suggesting that probably the ban only concerned
"translations, adaptations, and independent versions," implying
that the play itself (as the term goes), and the interpretations it
allows, would not justify such a ban.
Fortunately, we are no longer reduced to relying on scant
evidence and on speculation. We have more, though by no
means sufficient, material to study the ban of plays in the
context of Nazi and Allied theatre policies; and this may also
make it possible to say something about the issues that
determine their discussion.
In the framework of Nazi cultural policies the traditional forms
of theatre (as against newly developed forms like the "ThingSpiel," a type of community drama) did not serve political
agitation; for this purpose radio and the cinema, with their much
larger audiences and more powerful means of manipulating
emotion, were increasingly used from the mid-thirties onwards.
The theatre became increasingly de-politicised, and was reassigned its traditional bourgeois function of entertainment,
moral uplift and education.7 This is also why it was possible for
prominent actors and theatre managers like Gustav Gründgens,
Heinz Hilpert and Saladin Schmitt to continue theatrical
traditions without serious interruption after the war.
The Nazis had put some restrictions on the repertory, however:
as we know from the correspondence between a Munich theatre
and the Reichsdramaturg in 1939, French and English authors,
also classics, were to be avoided after the beginning of the war
(a useful reminder of the fact that the ban of a play need not be
due to its supposedly seditious contents). The exception from
this rule was Shakespeare, of course, who, it was argued, had
entered German co-ownership due to the merits of German
actors and scholars.8
The plays by Shakespeare most frequently performed were, in
accordance with the role assigned to the type of theatre where
they were performed, the comedies, in particular Twelfth Night
and Much Ado About Nothing;9 they best suited the theatre's task
of taking people's minds off the unpleasant realities in which
they found themselves. In the West of Germany these policies
did not change after the war. As Stahl observes, the Shakespeare
repertory did not significantly change after 1945; what was
characteristic of productions immediately after the war had
already developed in the course of the 1943/44 season: the total
rejection of realism.10

In the American occupation zone, on which I am going to
concentrate here, Theater Officers were appointed who had to
supervise theatrical activities in their region. As Max Frisch
reports in his diaries: [end of 180]
The Russians take intellectual matters very seriously;
obviously they send their best people, while their
counterparts on the other side are, with few exceptions,
friendly nobodies. In Frankfurt we met an American, a
splendid fellow, helpful in everything, who heard of Eliot for
the first time from us; Theater Officer.11
The American authorities seem to have been the most liberal.
While in the Russian, British and French zones individual plays
had to be licensed for production, in the U.S. zone producers
had to get a licence, and their work was then only subjected to
post-production scrutiny; because plays, unlike newspapers,
magazines, radio programmes, etc., are usually presented more
than once this amounted to an efficient enough kind of
censorship.12
The aim was to eliminate texts and passages which showed antidemocratic, militarist, nationalist, pan-Germanic, and fascist
tendencies, or which were directed against the occupation forces
and compromised their safety. The Theater Officers were also to
check "for material likely to create civil disobedience or
discontent."13 In the late summer of 1945, even before the
theatres re-opened, a kind of "suggested reference guide"14 was
published in Munich which contained a twelve-part list of
classical and contemporary plays recommended by the
authorities. It included Hamlet, Macbeth (which, interestingly,
proved to be the most popular of the tragedies), Richard III and
King Lear and all the comedies. It also contained a black list of
plays that should not be performed:
Considering the present mental and psychological status of
the Germans many plays have to be avoided which under
normal circumstances are musts of a good repertory. To give
a few outstanding examples:
1.

All plays accepting the blind mastery of Fate that
unescapably leads to destruction and self-destruction, as the
Greek classics or f.i. Schiller's Braut von Messina.
2.

Julius Caesar, Shakespeare

3.

Coriolanus ([both for] glorification of dictatorship)

Egmont, Goethe (Opposition to foreign occupation
forces).
4.

Wilhelm Tell, Schiller (Gessler, for us Hitler, could be
Eisenhower to Germans.)15
5.

The list runs to thirteen items, single plays and groups of plays,
the last being "all plays by those German authors who readily
shifted to the service of Nazism."16 It is striking to find the
Greek, German and English classics among the plays to be
banned (no French plays are mentioned in the list);
Shakespeare's two plays are the only English items listed.
The reasons given for the ban of these plays — we should
remember that they are given solely as "outstanding examples"
— are interesting. [end of 181] They are based on two
assumptions: (a) motifs and themes are present in the texts of the
plays and have an effect on the audience; (b) certain of these
effects would, under the circumstances given, overwhelm all the
others. These effects concern the safety of the occupation forces
with Goethe's Egmont and Schiller's Tell; they concern people's
attitudes towards their own freedom to act with Schiller's Braut
von Messina, the Greek classics, and the acceptance of
dictatorship with the two Shakespeare plays. With Coriolanus
they reflect certain views that had been common under the
Nazis.
Coriolanus had not been popular on the German stage;17 it was
barely performed during the Nazi years.18 On the other hand,
Coriolanus had played a significant role in education. In
German schools the reading of Shakespeare had been an
important feature for a long time; the revaluation of English in
the late thirties also made it possible to read his works in the
original.19 Shakespeare's plays were to be read as presenting the
ideals of Germanic humanity, where the brave, generous, good
and honest always triumph, even though they may have to die.
Coriolanus was published in several editions for schools; one of
them, which came out in 1934, makes the ideological aims quite
explicit:
The importance for the new Germany of this last and most
mature of Shakespeare's plays lies in its heroism. The poet deals
with the problem of the people and its leader; he depicts the true
nature of the leader in contrast to the aimless masses; he shows a
people led in a false manner, a false democracy, whose
exponents yield to the wishes of the people for egotistical
reasons. Above these weaklings towers the figure of the true
hero and leader Coriolanus, who would like to guide the
deceived people to its health in the same way as, in our days,
Adolf Hitler, would do with our beloved German fatherland.21

This may have been the most common view of Coriolanus, one
that requires a selective reading of the play. But as the crucial
issue was the relationship, the mutual conditioning of the leader
and his people, different views were possible, without
jeopardising the ideological message of the play. Coriolanus
could also be presented as a leader who fails because he lacks
both love for his people and the overpowering belief in his
mission,22 unlike, we may presume, another leader, whose
success was therefore guaranteed.
***
Was Coriolanus banned? We have no evidence beside the text I
have quoted to support this; nowhere was a production of the
play stopped according to the licensing regulations I have
described. Already in 1946 the head of Theater Control in
Bavaria, Walter Behr, declared that his office did not try to
make any prescriptions concerning the repertory [end of 182] or
performance style.23 The anonymous list that I have quoted, the
only source for a ban, seems to be the work of somebody with a
good grasp of the ideological situation and of the traditions of
drama, but little interest in theatrical conditions.
The fact is that there was no need to ban Coriolanus in the
theatre. In the continuity of West German theatre, which bridged
the collapse of the Third Reich, Coriolanus would have
continued to be unpopular and insignificant in terms of
propaganda. The fact that it was only performed again in 195224
need not be due to the suspicion that fell on it after the end of
the war; it had not been much performed before that either. It
should perhaps have been banned in schools, considering the
glorification of dictatorship for which it had been used under the
Nazis. But the only evidence of such a ban for ideological
reasons of which I know concerns The Merchant of Venice.25
What was it that was supposed to be banned? Not Coriolanus,
"the play itself"; rather, as the events make clear, a way of
construing the play as a glorification of dictatorship was to be
avoided, a construction considered probable under the
circumstances. The censors rightly considered the source of
meaning not in the text, but in certain traditions of using it.
The term construction has been used deliberately. The problem
is not so much the foregrounding of specific aspects of the text
rather than others for ideological purposes,26 which may posit a
notion of textual integrity rarely found in Shakespeare
productions outside Stratford or England, also one that came
into existence only in the eighteenth century and outside the
theatre.27 The problem is rather how stories and their meanings

are passed on or contested in the theatre, and how the text is
used in this.
With Coriolanus and the German theatre this may be illustrated
by two conflicting and complementary episodes, which I should
like to mention in conclusion. One is Bertolt Brecht's Coriolan,
produced in 1953, a re-writing of the story which he himself
understood as a deliberate shift from the traditional view of the
play as the (bourgeois) tragedy of the individual to the tragedy
of the belief in one's indispensability.28 The other is less well
known. In 1952 a manifesto was published in Germany, which
led to heated debate. In this so-called Düsseldorf Manifesto
leading German theatre managers and directors spoke out
against unwarranted experiments on stage and declared that "at
the centre of theatre work there must be nothing but the unadulterated reproduction of the poetic work of art".29 The ultimate
responsibility was to rest with the work of art, not with those
who put it on stage. The manifesto was inspired and presented
by Gustav Gründgens, the most prominent of those theatre
people whose career had started under the Nazis and continued
in the Bundesrepublik.
[end of 183]
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